
Becoming Jesus-Shaped – Christine Crabtree 
 
This is the first of a series that will accompany our 
time with Jesus-Shaped People.  There will be our 
Sunday services, both on paper and on YouTube; 
and there is midweek group material, so if you 
are able to start up a group now, and are thinking 
about what you might do, there is material 
available to take you through these next weeks. 
Please ask one of the ministers, or Mervyn 
Flecknoe from Baildon. And you will also receive 
these sheets prepared by Christine Crabtree, Roy 
Lorrain-Smith and Jackie Marshall, who have 
formed a Spirituality Group within the Circuit, for 
you to use on your own at home, to have a 
deeper experience of one aspect of the themes 
each week. 
 
At the start of any course you go on these days, 
there is always an ice-breaker – something done 
to help the course participants get to know one 
another a little as the course begins.  And then, 
before we get into the course itself, the leaders 
may ask us why we have come on the course, and 
what it is we are hoping to get out of it.  Perhaps 
you have been on courses that begin like this, and 
sometimes it is not always easy to put into a 
sentence what it is you hope to take out of a 
particular day’s or week’s course.   
 
As we begin our time looking at Jesus-Shaped 
People, we might wonder what we are doing, and 
what we would like to achieve from it.  For some, 
the simple answer is that they are taking part 
because this is what the Circuit is looking at on 
Sundays and so you are drawn into it without 
having actively chosen.  But we can all choose not 
simply to go with the flow but to be fully part of 
what will happen over the next seven Sundays, 
and in the time in between.  If this is something 
special that we are becoming involved in, what 
do we want from it? 
 
What do we want from this time of exploring 
what it means to be Jesus-Shaped People?  What 
do we want to bring to God of our walk with him 
thus far?  What do we want God to show us or 
teach us?  How do we want to change as people - 
as churches – as circuit?  How do we want to 
become more Jesus-Shaped? 
 
 

 

Walking the labyrinth 
 
Those of you familiar with Terry Pratchett’s 
Discworld series may be familiar with this quote 
already.  If not, I hope it makes sense to you.  
 
“Well, you know what they say. You can’t cross 
the same river twice, Archchancellor,” he said.   
Ridcully stared at him. 
‘Why not? This is a bridge.’ 
1992, Pratchett, Terry, Lords and Ladies, Corgi 
edition 1993, p. 196 
 
It’s not possible to cross the same river twice 
because the second time, it’s not the same river.  
As you cross it, water is flowing beneath you so 
that, even if you turn to cross back immediately, 
the river you walk above will be full of different 
water than the first time.  And you will have 
changed too, so that you will be a different 
person crossing the river each time. 
 

 
 
This is the thought behind walking the Labyrinth.  
Labyrinths were first walked in the Middle Ages 
by people who were not able to go on pilgrimage.  
Instead, they would walk the pathways of the 
labyrinth in a cathedral closer to home, and it 
would count for them as a pilgrimage. The 
labyrinth in the photo is set into the floor of the 
cathedral in Chartres, and is thought to date from 
the early 13th century.  Walking it is a real 
journey, even though you go nowhere, and it’s a 
journey from which you emerge a different 
person than when you went in.  This is because 
your feet take you on a path inwards, and your 
mind follows suit, going deeper into yourself and 
deeper into God as you walk.  



 
You cannot get lost in a labyrinth: you simply 
follow the path that leads you around.  At times it 
seems you are headed straight into the centre, 
but then the path will curve and you find you are 
being led away.  This can be frustrating, but you 
need to slow down and not rush to arrive, simply 
enjoy the time you spend there.  You need to 
follow the whole path round all its twists and 
turns, and ask yourself what God is saying to you 
as you walk. 
 
On the way in you might ponder an area where 
you need guidance; in the centre you will hold 
that before God; and on the way out, not rushing, 
you will bring out with you what has happened in 
the centre and use that to direct your next steps. 
 
I can remember walking a labyrinth that had been 
set up in Southwell Minster some years ago.  We 
were given a choice of items to take on the walk 
with us, and I picked up a flower.  I had had some 
time with depression, and the flower spoke to me 
of being God’s flower (funnily enough, Flower 
was my mother’s name for anyone whose name 
she couldn’t remember – myself and my brother 
included!), beautiful in his sight yet also delicate 
and in need of careful handling and regular 
refreshment. 
 
I walked with it around the labyrinth, taking my 
time as I followed the path in towards the centre, 
stopping when I wished and enjoying slowing 
down to spend this time with God.  When at last I 
reached the centre, I was glad to pause there a 
while and pray.  On the way out, however, my 
attitude changed, and I found myself rushing to 
get out.  There were other people using the 
labyrinth, and I found myself getting anxious that 
in stepping aside to allow them to pass, I had in 
fact lost my place and was going back into the 
centre instead of out.  
 
But since this was a special day set aside for the 
labyrinth, there was no need to hurry, and so I 
asked myself why I should feel that way.  I 
realised that this was symbolising my recovery 
from depression.  I wanted to get back to normal 
again.  I felt I had learned what I needed to learn, 
and it was now time to get back to how things 
used to be.  Through my body’s reaction to the 
labyrinth, God was showing me how I was rushing 

through my recovery time instead of taking the 
time I really needed. 
 
Now I won’t pretend I have learned that lesson 
completely, or that God doesn’t need to teach me 
a little bit more each time I come across 
something similar; but each journey, each new 
thing, teaches me more of how much God loves 
and values me, and I open myself up to God by 
increments as I learn. 
 
This is also the goal of the Jesus-Shaped journey.  
It should never be a journey taken simply to make 
us feel good, or to get everyone focused on the 
same things, however positive that might feel.  
It’s a journey that will change us, so that we move 
off from this point in a different direction, as 
different people, having walked more closely with 
God while we have been on our Jesus-Shaped 
adventure. 
 
If you would like to walk a labyrinth, we have one 
here in our Circuit.  Before Lockdown, it was set 
up in Baildon Methodist Church on the last 
Sunday of each month at 4.30pm, and the time 
was open to anyone who wished to come.  You 
could walk at your own pace, and there was a 
time for refreshments and sharing afterwards.  
Until we can do that again, why not go to the 
Circuit website at 
http://www.bradfordnorth.org.uk/30-minute-
serenity-prayer-labyrinth-online.pdf  to see a 
labyrinth on paper that Jackie put together.  You 
can do this at home, using your finger to follow 
the cross-shaped labyrinth and immerse yourself 
in the Serenity Prayer that is written around it. 
 
Also on that page is a Prayer Walk that Roy has 
drawn up, which might help you with a virtual 
walk in prayer, or it might inspire you to write 
your own about your area, remembering that 
each thing or person we see calls us to prayer. 
 
If you are not able to access the internet, please 
get in touch and we will print and post you a copy 
of the labyrinth or prayer walk.   
 
Enjoy your time with Jesus-Shared People, and 
may this time be a time of real blessing and 
growth for all of us. 
And all the people said: “AMEN!” 
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